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ABSTRACT 

This paper covers the use of cellulose paper simultaneously as electrolyte, 
separation of terminals, and physical help of a battery controlled battery. The 
testimony on the two substances of a paper sheet of metal or metal oxides dainty 

layers with different electrochemical potential outcomes, independently as 
anode and cathode, such as Cu and Al, lead to a yield voltage of 0.70 V and a 
stream thickness that varies between 150 n A/cm and 0.5 m A/cm, subject to the 
paper structure, thickness and the dimension of OH species adsorbed in the 
paper matrix. The electrical yield of the paper battery is self-governing of the 
terminals thickness yet strongly depends on the climatic relative stickiness (RH), 
with a stream thickness redesign by various solicitations of significance when 

RH changes from 60% to 85%. Other than versatility, negligible exertion, low 
material use, regular very much arranged, the power yield of paper batteries can 
be changed in accordance with the perfect voltage– current required, by genuine 
mix. A 3-V demonstrate was made to control the ON/OFF state of a paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cellulose Based paper is a trademark rich material, 

biodegradable, light, and recyclable with an eminent 
hardened collecting process. These characteristics turn 
paper an intriguing material to convey amazingly pitiful 
nonessential electronic devices with the fantastic good 
position of being environmental very much arranged. The 
progressing insurgency of thin film electronic devices, for 
instance, paper transistors ,straightforward slim film 
transistors subject to semiconductor oxides ,and paper 
memory , open the probability to convey negligible exertion 
unnecessary equipment in generous scale. Ordinary to all of 
these advances is the usage of cellulose fiber-based paper as 
a working material in spite of other ink stream printed 
dynamic structure show and wobbly film transistors reports 
where paper acts similarly as an unapproachable element 
substrate. Batteries in which a paper cross section is united 
with carbon n an o tubes or bio fluid and water started 
batteries with a channel paper have been represented, 
anyway it isn't known a work where the paper itself is the 
focal point of the contraption execution. With the present 
work, we want to add to the underlying advance of a moving  
toward troublesome thought related to the age of self-upheld  
paper electronic systems where the power supply is 

facilitated in the electronic circuits to create totally  
proceeded with non essential, versatile minimal effort and 
low electrical. 
 
In achieving such target we have made batteries using 
business paper as electrolyte and physical help of dainty film 
terminals. A thin film layer of a metal or metal oxide kept in  

 
one side of a business paper sheet while in the opposite face 

a metal or metal oxide with backwards electrochemical 
potential is in like manner deposited. The most clear 
structure conveyed is Cu/paper/Al yet unique structures, for 
instance, Al/paper/WO3/TCO were also tested ,leading to 
batteries with open circuit voltages fluctuating between 
0.50and1.10V.On the other hand, the short current thickness 
is exceedingly subject to the relative humidity(RH), whose 
proximity is basic to restore the battery .The set of batteries 
portrayed show stable execution resulting to being 
attempted by more than 115 hours, under standard climatic 
conditions [room temperature, RT (22 C) and 60% air 
sogginess, RH]. In this work we similarly present as a proof 
of thought a paper transistor in which the passage ON/OFF 
state is obliged by a non-exemplified 3 V composed paper 
battery. 
 
EXPERIMENTALDETAILS 

The paper batteries made have the Al/paper/Cu structure, 
where the metal layers were conveyed by warm disappearing 
at RT. The thicknesses of the metal terminals changed some 
place in the scope of 100 and 500 nm. The electrical traits of 
the batteries were gained through I-V twists and besides by 

range volt meter  using analyzing rate of 25 mV/s and the 
anodes domain of 1 cm .A  617 Programmable Electrometer 
with a National Instruments GPIB getting board were used to 
choose the I-V characteristics. The cyclic voltmeter was 
performed with a pot en c l at G a m r y Instruments-Ref.600in 
a two-cathode course of action. The electrical shows of the 
batteries were managed by checking the stream of the battery 
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under factor RH conditions. The surface examination of the 
paper and paper batteries was performed by S-4100 Hitachi 
checking electron microscopy (SEM), with a 40C tilt point. The 
electrical properties of the paper transistor compelled by the 
paper battery were checked with an Agilent 4155Csemi-
transmitter parameter analyzer and a Cascade M150 
microprobe station.          
        

RESULTS  

The Al/paper/Cu thin batteries thought about incorporated 
the usage of three remarkable classes of paper: business 
copy white paper (WP: 0.68 g/cm, 0.118 mm thick), reused 

paper (RP:0.70g/cm,0.115mmthick), tracing paper 
(TP:0.58g/cm, 0.065 mm thick). The TP is made of long pine 
strands and as demonstrated by FRX (X-shaft fluorescence) 
examination it contains 
 

 
Fig.1. (a) Photograph of the paper batteries (b) SEM 

picture of the paper surface. (c) SEM picture of the anode 
 
PredominantlyAl2O3 (24%), SiO2(37%), SO3(15%), C aO 

(9%), and Na2O(4%). 
The activity of the sort of paper and anodes thickness on the 
electrical parameters of the battery, for instance, the Vo c 
and Js care appeared table I, for RH of half 60%, using metal 
cathodes with different thickness (t1=100 nm; to t2=250n m; 
t3=500nm). Js c for WP is ~40%-half lower than T P ,and RP 
is one solicitation of enormity lower than WP .Consequently, 

the Voc is lessened by just a~0.1V while moving from WP to 
RP only for thickness (t1= 100nm) while it increases for t2  
and t3.The thickness of the metal layer makes not accept a 
shocking showing with regards to on electrical properties of 
the batteries. The results show that it is adequate to 
guarantee the movement incorporation of the heedlessly 
dissipated strands by metal or metal– oxide pitiful motion 

pictures to empower the bearers to find a relentless pathway 
without the limitation of water vapor absorption by the 
paper fibers. Considering that the accompanying paper is not 
so much thick but rather more slim than white and reused 
paper, the refinement on the present thickness watched can 
be related to particles recombination either as a result of 
contaminations inside the foam/work like paper structure or 
charge decimation by void goals identified with the outside 
of the paper fibers, existing in thicker papers. Other possible 
illumination is that the adsorption of water vapor is upheld 
in less thick paper. Fig.1 (a) shows a photograph and a 
sketch of a paper battery. 

 

 
 

 
Fig.2.measurement of the short circuit current 

 
with an anode Al while the cathode is Cu, whose difference in 
working capacity affects the arrangement of the concurrent 
responses that occur in the structure of the paper work. The 
SEM image of paper of Fig.1 (b) is the surface morphology of the 
following paper used. There you see huge (50 m) and thin 
filaments of lace, along with a high surface unpleasantness. This 
work as a structure favors OH retention outside the filaments, in 
accordance with the information outlined in Table I, where the 
batteries created in WP show a request of smaller dimensions 
than those provided in TP. For the RP, two requests for 
distinction of the extension in Js care observed. Voc is decreased 
by 0.1- 0.2 V while changing from WP to RP as an electrolyte. 

The model of paper battery used is not incorporated and 
therefore, its electrical execution is influenced by the 
environmental components. This conduct was affirmed by 
estimating the flow of a cell in a vacuum and under barometric 
weight. The results showed a decrease in an extension request in 
the Js c estimate after the vacuum reached 10 Pa. These results 
were reliable following the execution of some tests. We 

attributed the water and its commitment to the inclusion of the 
flow of the mill's responses of 2H₂O↔O₂ + 4H⁺ + 4 and / 
or4OH⁻↔O₂ + 2H₂O + 4e and consequent responses with paper. 
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Fig. 3. Photo of the model comprised by 8– cell paper 

batteries 
 

This was stated by estimating the current variety as changes 
in RH. The table in Fig.2 shows the variety of the short circuit 
thickness as RH increments for TP. A variety of about three 

dimensions of size is seen when RH changes from 60% to 
85%, and is reversible, implying that no battery damage is 
confirmed. We deduce that this type of battery is a mixture of 
an auxiliary battery and an energy component in which the 
fuel is water vapor, therefore its application requires 

conditions with RH> 40% or appropriate embodiment with 
controlled humidity through which we can enable the battery 
to relax. This is the situation in applications with ordinarily 
high RH, as in the subsistence sector, in which these batteries 
could be used to transform electronic labels automatically. 
From the information gathered, each component of the 
battery can supply a power from 75 n W / cm to 350 W / cm, 
depending on the RH. The desired voltage and power can be 
obtained by incorporating in the arrangement and in the 
estimation of the exchange attributes of similar gadgets with 
a semiconductor analyzer. 
 

CONCLUSION 

In this article we demonstrate the usefulness of a non-
incorporated delicate film battery that uses paper as an 
electrolyte and also as a physical aid. The batteries ready to 
supply a Vo c = 0.70Vand Js c > 100nA / cm2at RH = 60% 
were produced using singularly as light and   metal films of 
Al and Cu as brittle as 100 nm. The battery is self-powered 

when relative humidity is present above 40%, being 
excessively influenced by relative humidity> 60%.  Js c 
changes from 150 n A / cm2 to 0.8 m A / cm2, since the 
relative humidity fluctuates from 60% to 85%. This 
establishes the first move towards fully coordinated future 
self-adaptive, shabby and superfluous gadgets, with an 
incredible emphasis on alleged paper hard ware. 
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